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A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to Autumn!

ASUN SUEIRO, EDITOR

What do Korcula and Seville have in common? It is the most unlikely
answer: the series “Game of Thrones”! Seville was chosen by the film
makers to be the Kingdom of Dorne! Also used as a set for the Palace of
the Kingdom of Naboo in Star Wars, Seville is a vibrant city both full of
history and forward-looking. If you are a keen cinema fan, you will
recognise Seville in other international movies such as ‘Lawrence of
Arabia’, ‘The Kingdom of Heaven’, ‘Knight and day’, etc. all of them movies

partly shot in Seville.
Seville is also a city full of cultural attractions, the city where Christopher Columbus is buried,
outstanding painters such as Velazquez or Murillo were born or operas such as Carmen and The
Barber of Seville were inspired.
The Giralda, The Royal Palace, The Golden Tower, you can not miss our next AGM on 21 May
2020. We look forward to seeing you there!
We welcome the new season with new Board members elected in Korcula. Our new General
secretary, Antonio de Araujo Costa, from Portugal and Adriena Petrova, from Slovakia. They
belong to what some of us (a bit long in the tooth already) call the “new generation”. We are
extremely pleased that an increasing number of new members are attending our annual general
meetings and we warmly welcome them all. You can see a profile of our new Board members
below.
A new webpage has also been launched. The same address with a different look. You are invited
to have a peek and enjoy our previous newsletters in the “news” section. Your username and
password remain the same as before. It is expected that registration to future Annual General
Meetings will be done through our ordinary webpage. More to follow on this…
Finally, the next issue of your newsletter is due on 1 April 2020. Should you wish to contribute
to it, please email your contributions to the newsletter editor.
See you soon:)
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It was with great enthusiasm that I experienced my first ELA AGM
in lovely Korčula, hopefully one of many to come! I will remember
it not only because of my sunburn after the boat trip, but also
because of the warm and amazing welcome my fellow Colleagues
of the 2018 ELP and I received. So, my first words to all of you
have to be thank you very much! The ELA is indeed a group of very
interesting, bright and culturally diverse lawyers that has a great
potential to develop strong and long-lasting friendships. I
particularly enjoyed seeing how so many of you are so close to
each other regardless of distance and a very busy life.
As you may have already noticed by now, we have a brand-new fancy website! Our Board
Colleague, Adriena Petrova, did a fantastic job and put in a lot of energy to come up with it. It
is intended to be more user friendly. It includes new features, such as the possibility for
potential ELP candidates to apply to join the programme directly through the website. This
enhances our scope of recruitment. The new webpage also allows for direct registration for all
our AGMs and Autumn meetings!
And that’s precisely what I invite you all to do: please go to european-lawyers.org and register
now for the upcoming 2019 ELA Autumn meeting that will take place in Edinburgh from 1517 November in Edinburgh. We look forward to seeing you all there. Also note that we have
been quite active advertising next year’s edition of the ELP Programme through our national
representatives. The deadline for applications is still running and we thank you all for your
efforts!
Last but not least, the Brexit saga continues to haunt the UK and the EU and it will remain
doing so for many years to come, making it more difficult for old friends to have the gumption
to achieve a reasonable outcome to this crazy situation. I won’t bother you with my young and
inexperienced words about this topic, as you have far more interesting and knowledgeable
ones on it but leave you with a beautifully simple poem that I am fond of. From the Cuban
writer and politician José Martí, the poem is about friendship. And that is why the ELP and
the ELA will continue to prosper. It all comes down to this.
Cultivo una rosa blanca
en junio como en enero
para el amigo sincero
que me da su mano franca.

I grow a white rose
whether in June or January
for the true friend
Who offers his hand genuinely

Y para el cruel que me arranca
el corazón con que vivo,
cardo ni ortiga cultivo;
cultivo la rosa blanca.

and for the cruel one that tears out
my beating heart
I grow neither thistles nor nettles
I grow a white rose

All the best and see you soon!

António de Araujo
ELA General Secretary
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Welcome ELP MEMBERS 2019!
We would like to introduce you to the 2019 ELP and new ELA members. In order for you to
familiarise yourselves with them, take a look at the pictures below:

EURODEVILS 2019 ON THEIR FIRST DAY,
FLANKED BY CHARLES MULLIN AND PAUL HARVEY (THE NEW FACULTY ADVOCATE IN
CHARGE OF THE ELP PROGRAMME)
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ERIKA OLOFSON TRYING OUT HER ADVOCATE’S WIG ON HER FIRST DAY!

EURODEVILS AT THE SIGNET LIBRARY IN EDINBURGH
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EURODEVILS WITH LORD LYON, KING OF ARMS

We look forward to meeting you all personally!

SOME COME AND SOME GO …
BACK!
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1989 EDINBURGH EURODEVILS
OUR 30TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

Many of us had not seen each other in the last 30 years! There was a risk
that the good memories from the time we spent together then and the
sincere friendship forged during our six-month stay in Edinburgh might
have evaporated. There was a risk that we might be confronted instead
with a mirage created by our memories. This fear however did not
overshadow the strong hope that we all had that our friendship would
have endured.
Setting up a whatsapp group after gathering all our telephone numbers
turned out to be the best tool to realise our hopes. Once the dates were
fixed (20th to 23th of June 2019) all that remained was for us to fly to
Edinburgh and go back in time…
Happily, we all felt as if we had only just said goodbye the day before
instead of 30 years ago! All our memories were a true reflection of our
feelings and friendship has survived the test of time.
We were pleasantly surprised by the high level of excellence achieved by
the culinary delights on offer in the beautiful, elegant and charming city of
Edinburgh. We were excited to taste the best whisky in the world again
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and we enjoyed all that the Scottish capital has to offer from culture to
nature with its green, exuberant and seaside background.

We were honoured to be invited to a reception at the Scottish Parliament on Friday at
18.00 where we were met by those partners and QCs that originally welcomed us as
eurodevils and generously shared their knowledge with us. Amongst them: Lord
Nimmo-Smith, Hector MacQueen, Peter Anderson, Sir David Edward, Nora Kellock,
Malcolm Thomson, QC, Christopher Haddow QC, Laura Dunlop, QC, Lord Stewart,
etc. Jurists at the highest level. This provided us with the opportunity to express our
heartfelt gratitude for all their unselfish contribution to our legal careers.
We also enjoyed Charles Mullin’s company during the course of the reception at
Holyrood. Charles requires no introduction to our readers. We would like to thank
him for attending this joyful occasion and his co-operation in promoting these annual
meetings. We were also lucky to meet some of this year’s young eurodevils: Paola
Ratti and Dimitri Marcolongo from Italy, Tomasz Pustowska from the Czech Republic
and Beatriz Rodríguez-Vina from Spain. We are grateful to them all and hope to see
them again in Seville next year.
Cristina Juan Vidal
1989 eurodevil & ELA member

RECRUITMENT FOR OUR NEXT GENERATION OF
EURODEVILS IS NOW OPEN
APPLICATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE ON OUR
WEBSITE: WWW.EUROPEAN-LAWYERS.ORG
A TRULY UNIQUE EXPERIENCE!!
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Email from the Edge
Dear Anne
Barely two hours have passed since the UK Supreme Court handed down its unanimous
decision that the UK government’s recent prorogation of Parliament was unlawful and an
email from our GC in Chicago has just popped up on my screen. “Just listened to the news;
does that mean there is now any more certainty as to whether or not you will end up with a
No-Deal Brexit?”
He will not really be surprised by my reply: no, there is not. With the House of Commons
still being nowhere near any form of consensus with regard to what acceptable withdrawal
terms might look like, we will unfortunately need to continue preparing for the eventuality
that the UK will leave the EU without a deal, either on Halloween or on any new Exit Date
that may ultimately be agreed between the EU and the UK prior to the end of October.
You asked me the other day whether a No-Deal Brexit would make a big difference to UK
lawyers. Yes, it absolutely would. The potential impact of a No-Deal Brexit on UK lawyers is
profound, irrespective of whether they practice in the UK or in an EU/EFTA member state.
For starters, UK qualified lawyers:
•
•

•

•

•

Will lose the protection of legal professional privilege (LPP) in front of EU
courts and EU institutions for communications between them and their clients;
Will lose their rights of audience before the EU courts (including the GCEU
and CJEU) unless they hold an alternative EU/EEA (but not a Swiss)
qualification which has a significant impact on various practice areas,
including but not limited to competition law and intellectual property law;
Will be subject to national rules regarding pleadings before national courts as
opposed to the current rules set out in the EU Lawyers’ Services Directive
1977 (temporary provision of legal services) and Lawyers Establishment
Directive 1998 (on permanent establishments);
Will no longer automatically be permitted to provide services in EU member
states on a temporary basis using their UK qualification (a practice known as
fly-in, fly-out or FIFO). Instead, any such provision will be subject to the
relevant national law of the EU/EFTA state in question and the rights granted
by such law and regulators to third country (non-EU) lawyers; and
Will be subject to any immigration controls that may be put in place between
the UK and the EU/EFTA states following a no deal Brexit, including visa and
work permit requirements.

For UK lawyers practicing in an EU or EFTA Member State, meanwhile:
•
•

the Citizens’ rights chapter of the Withdrawal Agreement will not apply, making the
continued residence and working rights of UK citizens generally a matter for
determination of the individual EU/EFTA member states; and
their practice rights will be determined by the regulatory framework for third country
(non-EU) lawyers (if any) of the particular jurisdiction they practice in.
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UK law firms, finally, have a number of fundamental structural and operative challenges on
their hands.
• Can branches of UK LLPs or other UK corporate entities operating in the EU
or EFTA member states continue operating or do they need to be restructured,
whether by use of a national structure, operation as a branch of another
(continued) EU/EFTA group entity or otherwise?
• Is the current firm structure compliant with national company and/or
partnership laws and professional rules for legal practice for third country
lawyers? This includes whether national rules permit local (i.e. EU/EFTA)
lawyers to practice together with third-country lawyers and what impact such
rules may have on equity, profit sharing, limitations of liability and taxation;
• What is the position with regard to the availability and cost of professional
indemnity insurance for the firm’s professional services post-Brexit?
• Do the firm’s current data protection arrangements permit the uninterrupted
flow of personal data between all relevant entities and functions?
In some respects, at least, there is more clarity now with regard to the implications of a NoDeal Brexit than the last time we found ourselves with only a month to go until the Exit Date
and no agreed withdrawal agreement. Most EU/EFTA Member States have in the course of
the last months adopted (or are in the process of adopting) domestic no-deal legislation and
this can, but does not have to, apply to lawyers.
However, the existing restrictions on the legal practice of third country lawyers still vary
widely as between the various EU/EFTA jurisdictions and can, amongst others, include any
or all of the following, namely (1) limitations with regard to practice areas when a third
country lawyer practices on a permanent basis under their home title (e.g. France,
Luxembourg and Germany), (ii) rules prohibiting local lawyers from partnering with non-EU
lawyers (e.g. Sweden and Spain), (iii) EU/EFTA nationality requirements as a pre-condition
for requalification in/practice of host state law (e.g. Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg), (iv)
local content requirements, i.e. a need to also be qualified in local law (e.g. France), (v)
restrictions with regard to legal structure and commercial presence (e.g. Portugal, Spain and
France).
The same is true when it comes to national and/or local regulators’ views on FIFO following
a No-Deal Brexit (in some cases, any Brexit in fact). Even in countries that either expressly
permit or in principle tolerate FIFO it is common for individual local Bars to take different
approaches when it comes to detail.
Unsurprisingly, there is therefore no one-size-fits-all solution and continued, close
communication with all relevant national and local regulators remains key for law firm
management, as matters develop.
In the meantime, in particular cross-border IP and anti-trust matters are staffed to include at
least one (post-Brexit) EU-qualified fee earner and UK lawyers are, where at all possible,
seeking to re-qualify in their host state jurisdiction (if any) or, where eligible, to obtain full
membership of another bar in an EU/EFTA member state. The latter two routes are not easy,
to put it mildly.
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The post No-Deal Brexit world will be a lot more straightforward for EU/EFTA lawyers who
either already practice in England & Wales or want to temporarily provide services in
England & Wales on a FIFO basis using their home qualification.
Jurisdiction issues do not limit the ability to provide temporary legal advice, which means
both EU and non-EU third country lawyers are able to provide FIFO services now and in
future. This will not change after Brexit so those London visits can continue as normal, at
least from a regulatory perspective.
For EU/EFTA lawyers now practicing in England & Wales under their home title:
•
•
•

•

The SRA has unilaterally awarded the Registered European Lawyer (REL)
regime a grace period until the end of December 2020 when it will conclude;
and
After the REL regime has concluded, European lawyers will continue to be
able to practice in England & Wales under their home title (excluding legal
activities that are reserved for barristers and solicitors, however).
The SRA has also confirmed the steps that need to be taken to be admitted to
the solicitors’ profession under the 3-year integration route under the EU
Lawyer’s Establishment Directive during the REL grace period, through the
Qualified Lawyers Transfer Scheme and its successor; and
Irrespective of whether an EU lawyer practicing in the UK is advising his/her
clients on local law or the law of the country they qualified in, the
communications between them will have the protection of LPP.

The websites of the Law Society of Scotland and the Law Society of Northern Ireland contain
information about the relevant regulatory arrangements in their respective jurisdictions.
Immigration-wise, EU/EFTA lawyers will be subject to any immigration controls that may be
put in place between the UK and the EU/EFTA states from time to time, as usual.
For most EU, EEA and Swiss nationals living in the UK at the time it leaves the EU this
means an application for pre-settled or settled status under the UK EU Settlement Scheme.
On the basis of the UK government’s current position, the deadline for such application will
be 30 December 2020, however, anyone affected who has not submitted his/her application
yet should in practice really do so sooner rather than later, for a number of reasons.
First, while it is impossible to say at this moment in time whether a successful application for
(pre-)settled status will in practice help a little or a lot (or make no difference at all…) when
it comes to speedy passes through passport control at Heathrow post 31 October 2019, it will
certainly not harm. Secondly, the process can take (a lot) longer than expected, in particular
for families. Apple users are (still) out of luck as the App needed for completion of an
entirely online application is only available for Android devices. Theoretically, all that should
be required for the purposes of evidencing the number of years of residence needed to acquire
(pre)settled status is one’s National Insurance Number. In practice, however, the interface
between the two systems does not always work smoothly and many applicants are therefore
required to provide additional evidence of his/her UK residence for some or all of the
relevant period of time. The types of documents accepted as evidence for this purpose are
limited in scope and can take a long time to collate. Lastly, employers and landlords will
want to have certainty sooner rather than later with regard to their employees/tenants’ right to
remain in the UK.
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I will update you when I see you in Washington next month. As to what will happen in the
meantime, your guess is as good as mine.
Best wishes from London, as always
Ute

Ute Mueller
ELA member &
Partner at London Firm Duane Morris
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ELP recruitment for 2020 has started. All the relevant documents and application
forms can be found on our website. As ever, Veronika and Charles are
coordinating recruitment with the national representatives. Should you wish to
advertise the programme in your jurisdiction, please feel free to use the
documents on our website. Should you know a candidate that wishes to apply,
please refer him/her to your national representative or Veronika Anderson
(veronika.anderson@protonmail.com)

Thanks to our new board member, Adriena Petrova, we have a brand-new
webpage!! Check it out at www.european-lawyers.org.
SAME ADDRESS, NEW LOOK! Thank you Adriena!!!
From now on, registration to ALL BOARD & AGMs will be done via the same
webpage! A one fits all service, streamlined to fulfil all our needs!
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Our dear Treasurer and colleague appeared on the cover of the July/August issue of the
monthly Notariaat magazine in the Netherlands where she gave an interview on her work
representing notaries after they have received a complaint or claim. Leonie refers to her
experience in this field and argues that, contrary to what the tax authorities and the
watchdog for civil notaries argue, civil notaries are highly alert to the possibility of
criminal activity however, the authorities should not assume that notaries are there to
act as a “pseudo” police force to detect criminals as they simply do not have the means
to do so.
The authorities have argued that by not being sufficiently alert, notaries were ‘assisting
clients with criminal activities’.
Should you wish to read this very interesting interview, click on the link below:)

https://www.knb.nl/notariaat-magazine-nummer-6-juli-augustus-2019
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PROFILE

ANTONIO DE ARAUJO COSTA
ELA GENERAL SECRETARY

Name:
ANTONIO DE ARAUJO COSTA
Country of Birth:
PORTUGAL
Country of Residence:
BELGIUM
Current Employer:
INSURANCE EUROPE
Year when you qualified: 2016
Area of Law:
CIVIL AND COMMERCIAL LAW
Professional Memberships: PORTUGUESE BAR ASSOCIATION,
YOUNG PORTUGUESE LAWYERS’ ASSOCIATION AND THE ELA

What was your route into the
profession?

Atticus Finch.
What change would you make to the
profession?

I didn’t know that I wanted to be a
lawyer, so I just followed the steps of
my older friends and things happened
naturally. The only thing that I knew for
certain (and I am still in pursuit of) is
that I want to help other people
(anonymously).

An impossible one: I would make it more
important to help people than to make
money.
How do you relax?

What has been your biggest career
challenge so far?

I don’t relax. But I pretend to do it by
listening to music and reading outside in
a park, alone surrounded by everybody.

Moving from being a Corporate Lawyer
in Porto to a policy advisor on
reinsurance in Brussels.

Favourite Film:
Apocalypse Now

Which person within the legal
profession inspires you most?

Favourite Book:

My previous boss – for his unbreakable
and incomprehensible trust and faith: in
fairness and in me.

O Evangelho Segundo Jesus Cristo (The
Ghospel According to Jesus Christ) by
José Saramago and Briefe an einen
jungen Dichter (Letters to a Young
Poet) by Rainer Maria Rilke

If you weren’t a lawyer, what would
you choose as an alternative career?

Favourite City or Destination:
Writer (but I guess I am still in time
for that and both are reconcilable).

Porto (always)
My first paycheck was spent on...

Who is your favourite fictional
lawyer?

Books
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“napalm in the morning” (and the smell
of rain on dust during Spring and
Summer)

My most overused phrase:
I don’t really have an overused phrase…
but this quote is read many times: “Be
patient toward all that is unsolved in
your heart and try to love the questions
themselves, like locked rooms and like
books that are now written in a very
foreign tongue. Do not now seek the
answers, which cannot be given to you
because you would not be able to live
them. And the point is, to live
everything. Live the questions now.

Tea or coffee:
Both (without milk!)
Owl or Lark:
Owl

Perhaps you will then gradually, without
noticing it, live along some distant day
into the answer.” – Rilke
I love the smell of:
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PROFILE
Name:
Country of Birth:
Country of Residence:
Current Employer:

ADRIENA PETROVA
SLOVAKIA
SLOVAKIA
LAW FIRM SOWA
WWW.AKSOWA.SK (SELFEMPLOYED)
Year when you qualified: 2016
Area of Law:
COMMERCIAL LAW, COMPANY
LAW, IP LAW, PROPERTY LAW,
LABOUR LAW, ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ENERGY LAW
Professional Memberships: SLOVAK BAR ASSOCIATION, ELA
ADRIENA PETROVA
ELA BOARD MEMBER

What was your route into the
profession?

year we celebrated our
anniversary and so far, so good.

second

Studying law was always my first choice
(probably because of my mom, who also
studied law and because of watching too
much of Ally McBeal). During my studies
I started to work in an Austrian-Slovak
law firm as a legal assistant, which
introduced me to advocacy. After five
years of studies I stayed in advocacy but
changed the Austrian law firm to a
German one and did my compulsory 3year traineeship to become an advocate
there. After my traineeship I passed the
bar exams in 2016 and stayed in the same
law firm for another nine months,
working as an advocate. Then a friend of
mine and I decided to start our own law
firm called SOWA. On February 1, this

What has been your biggest career
challenge so far?
To start our law firm.
Which
person
within
the
profession inspires you most?

legal

My Constitutional Law University
teacher. She taught me how to think
outside the box and introduced me to
judicial interpretation and application of
law, which I still find the most
interesting part of the law.
If you weren’t a lawyer, what would
you choose as an alternate career?
Professional dancer or ski instructor
Who is your favourite fictional lawyer?
Marshall Eriksen from How I Met Your
Mother
What change would you make to the
profession?
I would like to bring more ethics into the
profession. There is an interesting
article about it by Patrick J. Schiltz ”On Being a Happy, Healthy, and Ethical
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Member of an Unhappy, Unhealthy, and
Unethical Profession”.
How do you relax?

flight tickets to the Azores and a
backpack. I spent one month there and
travelled around almost all the islands.

running, skiing, doing yoga, socialising
with friends

My most overused phrase:

Favourite Film:

I love the smell of:

In Bruges
Favourite Book:

a new book, freshly baked bread, freshly
mown grass and the smell after rain

Bel Ami by Guy de Maupassant

Tea or coffee:

Favourite City or Destination:

tea in the morning, coffee in the
afternoon

It’s all in the state of mind.

Edinburgh – I am already looking forward
to the board meeting in November!

Owl or Lark:
owl – the translated name of our law firm
(sowa) is also owl, or better said a wise
owl :)

My first pay check was spent on...
I do not remember my first pay check
ever, but my first pay check as an
advocate (or part of it) was spent on
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Are you ready to DANCE?
21-24 May 2020 AGM, SEVILLE
Are ‘Sevillanas’ and flamenco the same thing?
‘Sevillanas’ are a type of folk music and dance typical of Sevilla and its
region. They have a relatively limited musical pattern but are rich in lyrics
based on country life, small towns, neighbourhoods, virgins, pilgrimages and love
stories. They are sung by a plethora of local groups, the most famous of
which is Los del Río, authors of “La Macarena”. Every year, dozens of new
‘Sevillanas’ CDs are released.
‘Sevillanas’ can be heard mainly in fairs and festivals, including the famous
April Seville Fair (The ‘Feria de abril de Sevilla’). There is an associated
dance to perform, should you wish to do so, when hearing this music: ‘Baile por
sevillanas’, consisting of four different routines. There are dancing schools
that teach this dance in nearly every town in Spain.
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‘Sevillanas rocieras’ are a religiously oriented genre of the ‘Sevillana’, with

particular emphasis on the Virgin of Rocío. This type of ‘Sevillana’ is sung in
the South of the country during numerous religious and cultural events.
More often than not, when people hear ‘Sevillanas’ the first thing that comes
to mind is ‘flamenco’, or the other way around. However, although the dividing
line is quite blurred, there is a difference between them.
‘Sevillanas’ are usually danced in couples and in a series of four routines. They
all have the same musical structure and although they can be danced differently
there are always specific moments when the dancers have to take some fixed
steps.
‘Sevillanas’ come from the “Castilian seguidilla”, a dance from Castile dating back
to the 1400s. This dance evolved into what is currently known as ‘Sevillanas’.
On the other hand, flamenco was born around 1700 and it is a mixture of
Arabic, Jewish and Gypsy music mixed with Andalusian tradition. Flamenco
comprises several ‘palos’. The music, the beats, its structure and essence give
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rise to the changes from one ‘palo’ to another.
It has long been discussed whether ‘Sevillanas’ are part of flamenco or not
but, at present, ‘Sevillanas’ are regarded as part of the flamenco ‘palos’
belonging to the Andalusian folklore. In any event, despite their different
origins, ‘Sevillanas’ and flamenco are closely related to each other.
Dancing Sevillanas
‘Sevillanas’ are danced by couples of all ages and sexes during celebrations
(fiestas or ferias), often by whole families and towns. ‘Sevillanas’ steps are
fixed and knowing the choreography is very useful since it is a popular dance.
This is why those intending to dance flamenco usually start by learning how to
dance ‘Sevillanas’ as they are easier to master and there are more occasions for
practice and training.
Each ‘Sevillana’ is composed of four routines. Each routine is divided into three
‘coplas’ and each ‘copla’ is made up of six movements. During festivals and shows,
it is often ‘Sevillana’ dancing that is mistaken by visitors to Andalusia as flamenco.
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Many famous people go to Sevilla to dance ‘Sevillanas’, or at least to dress up
like true ‘Sevillanas’ such as the Dutch Royal family.
If you want to feel comfortable dancing ‘Sevillanas’ in Seville, you can watch
the following videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwTG9CbUifw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ii2xIabYwAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPzDOG4fSoM
Two pieces of advice when learning the dance as a beginner:
- Practice only the foot movements keeping your hands on your hips and
the result will be acceptable. If you try to learn the feet and hand movements
at the same time it will be very difficult.
- Star by learning only the first routine (la primera). It is the easiest
one and you can repeat it four times because the music sequence is the same for
the four routines.
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I look forward to seeing you perform your ‘Sevillanas’ dance in Seville in May
2020
Maria Luisa Perez
2020 Annual General Meeting Secretary

Dutch Royal Family attending “Feria de Sevilla” in traditional costume
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Join us in Edinburgh!
Next Board Meeting 15-17 November 2019
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